FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ImageScan to Exhibit at Regional Treasury Management Conference
LANHAM, Maryland, March 28, 2011 – ImageScan Inc., a U.S.-based, leading software solutions provider for
accounts receivables management and transactional content unification, announced today it will be exhibiting at
TEXPO 2011, a regional treasury management conference, taking place on April 3-5 at the Fort Worth Convention
Center in Fort Worth, Texas. ImageScan will demonstrate TCM Unify®, its transactional content management
unification solution, and Integrated Client Site Capture, a remote lockbox product application, in booth #107.

TCM Unify, which was recently enhanced with support for PCI compliance, consolidates and manages transactional
content captured and/or processed on disparate internal and/or external systems. Clients of ImageScan have
employed the power of TCM Unify to eliminate information silos, reduce the cost of transactional content
management, fully leverage previous technology investments, and deliver more complete actionable business
intelligence to decision-makers and customers.

Integrated Client Site Capture permits clients to scan and transmit transactions locally from their offices. Clients
may take advantage of secure Check 21 truncation, and receive the convenience of central-site lockbox data entry,
validation, image archive, balancing and reporting. Integrated Client Site Capture facilitates the consolidation of
deposit accounts, and accelerates check clearing and cash flow.

Visit ImageScan at booth #107 at TEXPO 2011.

About ImageScan Inc.
ImageScan Inc. is a U.S.-based, leading software solutions provider for accounts receivables management and transactional
content unification. Founded in 1992, ImageScan is a top supplier to Tier 1 financial institutions in the U.S. and a Microsoftcertified partner. Servicing Fortune 500 customers, ImageScan offers industry-specific solutions and services to organizations
within banking, healthcare, government, outsourcing, non-profit, insurance and fulfillment. By deploying solutions in a timely,
non-disruptive, and cost-effective manner, ImageScan offers customers a reduced cost structure, optimized business intelligence,
increased accuracy and the ability to provide differentiated services to their marketplace. With unmatched innovation and
superior customer service, ImageScan’s solutions are fully scalable and operate in some of the most demanding of HIPAA, PCI
and anti-fraud environments to meet customers’ evolving needs. For more information, visit www.goImageScan.com or call
(301) 306-0700.
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